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Volkswagen service plan worth it

Independent garages are generally more cost-effective, and it’s possible to find a good one via the Good Garage Scheme. The trade-off is that you don’t get the main dealer's stamp in your car’s service book nor usually have the opportunity to fix your costs with a service plan. Block exemption rules mean you can have your car serviced at any garage
without voiding its warranty, though, providing the business uses approved manufacturer parts.It’s also worth remembering that service plans are intended to get you to go back to the dealership you bought your car from. Dealers and manufacturers rarely make money on service plans (they may even sell them at a slight loss), but they’re keen to get
customers back on site so they can offer them other products and services.What’s the best option? If avoiding irregular costs is a priority for you, a service plan is a great idea, and it’s probably worth asking about one that covers wearable items. It may also be worth considering if you have a premium car that will be costly to maintain, because they
might be difficult to swallow come servicing time.However, as long you’re prepared to pay for servicing as and when you need to (either annually or by mileage, although lots of cars now have variable service intervals), there’s absolutely nothing wrong with the traditional method of just arranging a service when your car needs it. It could even work
out cheaper.For all the latest reviews, advice and new car deals, sign up to the What Car? newsletter hereRead more: Which are cars the most unreliable? >> If you have already purchased a Service Plan, you can book your service online with your local retailer. You may see pricing but don't worry, as a Service Plan customer your first two services
are already covered. It looks like you're new here. Sign in or register to get started. Forum Home» Motoring IMPORTANT REMINDER: Please make sure your posts do not contain any personally identifiable information. If you are uploading images, please take extra care that you have redacted all personal information. This discussion has been
closed. Latest MSE News and Guides CC0/stevepb/Pixabay You know you need insurance, but how much? What types are critical? You want to be protected but you don’t want to pay for superfluous or redundant coverage. Yes, the old insurance question. Everyone hates it until you need it. Then you appreciate those faithfully paid premiums as your
insurance agent stands before you at midnight with the property insurance claim form. Read on for tips on the types of insurance that you must carry, and those that may be better left aside. Top of the Order – Health Insurance Over half of all reported bankruptcies are tied to health insurance claims. These are claims that can topple your household
deck of cards. Health insurance is very important to your ongoing financial solvency and leads this list of key insurance plans. You think you’re maintaining a healthy lifestyle, but medical conditions have an insidious way of creeping up when least expected. Accidents happen too. Best to have a good health insurance plan to defray or reduce medical
expenses and protect your hard-earned nest egg. Do you anticipate going to the doctor often? This may be especially true for those with young children or those with ongoing health issues. If this is the case, you will want a health insurance plan that has low deductibles. The deductible is the amount that you must first pay out-of-pocket before your
insurance steps in to pay. If, on the other hand, you do not visit the doctor often, you might be best served with a higher deductible policy. Automobile Insurance Not only is this insurance crucial for car owners, but it is also required in almost every state. How much insurance and what type of auto coverage needed depends on several factors. First, is
your car an old clunker or a newer model? Older vehicles may only need liability coverage. In the event of an accident, your liability policy will pay for the other party’s medical bills and auto repairs. And therein help you avoid a lawsuit if you were at fault. Liability coverage does not pay for damage to your car or injured passengers in your vehicle. If
on the other hand, you have a newer vehicle, you will want collision coverage which also pays for repairs to your car in the event of an accident. If you have taken out a loan to purchase your vehicle, you will most likely be required to have collision coverage as part of your policy. Comprehensive coverage is auto insurance that pays for damage to the
vehicle outside of an accident – such as damage caused by a fallen tree. It also protects the policyholder if the car is stolen. Homeowners Insurance Your home is typically your biggest asset and demands superior protection. Homeowner’s insurance pays for many types of damage and also theft. But sometimes you need additional coverage to insure
against flooding, earthquakes and fire – as well as other natural disasters that are not covered under the homeowner policy umbrella. Additional policies or riders on your policy may be required for an additional fee. Disability Insurance You work hard for your money. But what if an accident or illness takes you out of the workforce for an extended
period? Could your family exist without your salary? These are critical questions to ask as you consider purchasing disability insurance. If any doubt, the “better safe than sorry” approach may be in order. Disability insurance pays you when you are unable to work due to illness or chronic health conditions. Having good disability insurance may make
the difference between covering that mortgage payment and keeping your home or losing it to foreclosure. Life Insurance Lead candidates for life insurance are most certainly parents with young dependent children. While the death of a parent will be disastrous enough, the impact to the family finances can be equally devastating. The most affordable
type of life insurance is term life insurance. These policies are set for a given term – be it 10 or 20 years. If death occurs during this time, the beneficiary receives the payment. And funds are then available to carry out the work of the deceased – from covering burial costs to providing family income and paying for college expenses. Other Insurance
Offerings Other types of insurance may be of interest depending on your individual needs. Vision insurance plans help those with ongoing vision issues. With this insurance, you are better able to budget for eye exams and the resulting contacts or eyeglass prescriptions – which can cost hundreds and hundreds annually without vision care insurance.
But there are some types of insurance that you typically do not need. Life insurance for children is one example. Your kids are typically not earning a wage that the rest of the family is counting on. Therefore, paying for life insurance just doesn’t make sense. And beware of car rental firms asking you to pay for insurance on your rental. Double check
your auto policy but typically your own automobile insurance covers this for you. MORE FROM ASKMONEY.COM It looks like you're new here. Sign in or register to get started. Forum Home» Motoring IMPORTANT REMINDER: Please make sure your posts do not contain any personally identifiable information. If you are uploading images, please
take extra care that you have redacted all personal information. I have bought a Volkswagen Up! and have had it for just under 3 weeks now. I received pricing for the car services: 10,000miles/1st year, 20,000/2nd year, 30,000/3rd years {whichever comes first} However I received one a quote for a fixed priced "service and maintenance" plan. These
plans are based on mileage and come in three types: -Service -Service + Maintenance -Service + Maintenance + Tyres I will give you the standard pricing and my quote as follows:Service Prices: 10,000miles/1st year: -Oil change Service £184.75 total: £185.7520,000/2nd year: -Interval Service £242.35 -Replace Pollen Filter £27.68 -Air Conditioning
service £79.00total: £349.03 30,000/3rd years -Inspection & Oil change £384.12 -MOT £54.85 -Replace brake fluid £66.37 total: £449.97 Over 3 years that means a grand total of £983.75Fixed cost service and maintenance plan:NOTE: For this plan, I had to decide my annual mileage. My mileage was set at 12,000. I think you have it serviced every
year at your set mileage as opposed to every 10,000. Correct me if I am wrong.** Service: yes Maintenance: yes Tires: no Contract Period: 36 months Number of Payments: 36 Annual Mileage: 12,000 miles Total Contract Mileage: 36,000 miles Total Monthly Installment: £19.31 (x36) total: £695.16 Personally, I only think I need the Service (oil change
every year etc) considering its a brand new car, if anything else goes horribly wrong, it is still under warranty (with some exceptions). What are you opinions? Any anyone get/not get a service plan on a new car? 1) **Is this correct? 2) Can I get it serviced cheaper elsewhere by a dealer that uses genuine VW parts and the VW service stamp so that my
warranty is not affected? Thank you. 0 This discussion has been closed. Latest MSE News and Guides
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